ABSTRACT The automatic extraction of social relationship among individuals from massive quantities of video data is an important aspect of information extraction. However, most existing studies have focused on rough information, which result in inaccurate social network of role relationship. In this paper, the StoryRoleNet model is proposed for constructing an accurate and integral network representing the relationships among roles. First, to avoid the redundancy calculation of the relationships on the segmentation points of neighboring story units, we measure the weights of relationships by a weighted-Gaussian method in each story unit. More importantly, a new story segmentation method for long video is proposed by analyzing hierarchical features of the video. Then, we combine relationship networks constructed from the video and subtitle text. Some missed relationships can be complemented by this way. At last, the final network is analyzed to discover communities and important roles. Comprehensive evaluations were conducted using three movies and one television drama. The results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms stateof-the-art methods in terms of the F 1 accuracy measure and the normalized mutual information value.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of social media, an immense quantity of video data is produced. A large proportion of these videos are role-centric. More importantly, the mining and extraction of social relationship among the roles have been increasingly important tasks because of their wide-ranging applications [1] , [2] . The relationships are significant clues that can help understand the video story [3] . Furthermore, by gaining a better understanding of the implicit relationships, users can be protected from potential privacy exposure [4] . Conversely, such information can assist in searches for criminals [5] .
Most current methods of constructing social networks for roles are built on structured data [6] and text data [7] , [8] . Such methods cannot meet the rapidly increasing needs of extracting relationships among roles from the unstructured video. Owing to the complexity of roles' interactions and the variety of scenes or stories in long videos, social network construction has some challenges.
On the one hand, it is difficult to measure the weights for relationships among the roles appearing in a video. The reason is that relationships among roles are often intricate and can vary with time. Many studies have been conducted on methods for determining the weights of relationships, such as co-occurrence-based [3] , [6] and the weighted-Gaussian method [9] . However, the methods of co-occurrence only roughly measured the relationships. In addition, the weights of relationships were computed over the whole video without taking the segmentation of the scenes or stories into account. Redundancy calculation may be produced at the segmentation point, because roles are in adjacent story units who may have no relationship. Owing to the complexity of roles' interactions and varies in different scenes of stories, simple methods cannot adequately measure the relationships of roles.
On the other hand, a lot of methods consider only visual features of video, few works take subtitle features into consideration. Roles often talk about other people who may have relationships with them. To improve the integration of the relationship network, method that combined with subtitle text information is advisable. In recently, some methods employ conversations between roles to analyze the interaction of roles [10] , [11] . Conversations between people can well reflect the behavior of roles, thus their roles of the group can be properly recognized. In addition, relationship extraction from text has attractively been researched by scholars [12] , [13] . However, these methods ignored the temporal feature of the conversation between people. As stories and events develop temporally, interactions and conversations of people change. Therefore, how to effectively take advantage of the subtitle text for extracting relationships remains a challenge.
In this paper, we propose the StoryRoleNet model to address these two challenges of social network construction. In order to accurately measure the weights of relationships between people, not only shot information but also story information is taken into consideration. A new story segmentation method is proposed for long video using the multi-level features. After story segmentation, the weights of relationships are computed by a weighted-Gaussian method in each story unit. In this way, our model can avoid the redundancy calculation of the weights of the story boundaries. More importantly, to achieve a more integrated network, we incorporate the relationship network extracted from the subtitle text into the network extracted from video. We employ the natural language processing method to identify the names of roles. Taking advantage of the temporal features of subtitle, we measure the weights of relationships of roles when they are in the same story unit. At last, social network analysis is conducted on the constructed network. It enables the discovery of hidden structures and properties that cannot be directly perceived or manually measured [14] .
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We employ multi-level features of the video to accurately measure the weights of relationships. A new method of story segmentation for long video is proposed using hierarchical features of the video. After stories are segmented, the relationships based on temporal information are obtained by weighted-Gaussian method for each story unit.
• The relationships extracted from subtitle text are integrated into the relationship network constructed from visual features of the video. In this way, some missed relationships that having been ignored by visual features are obtained.
• In order to facilitate deeper investigation, extra evaluations, including community analysis and the identification of important roles, are conducted on the constructed network. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews three categories of related work on social network construction from three aspects. In Section III, we present definitions and notations. Our proposed method is described in Section IV, including video preprocessing, the StoryRoleNet model, and the social network analysis. Section V describes the experiments and results, and provides discussions. We conclude our research and discuss future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many recent studies on the extraction of relationships between people and the construction of the corresponding network. Such studies can be classified into three categories based on the type of data used for the extraction: structured data, text data, and video data.
A. SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK OF ROLES EXTRACTION FROM STRUCTURED DATA
Several studies have built real-world networks from massive quantities of social network data. Chen et al. [6] extracted social relationship network from transaction logs of a system for managing student cards. Using the co-occurrence between active students as determined by spatiotemporal attributes inferred from these logs, the authors determined a reasonable co-occurrence threshold for constructing the relationship network. He et al. [15] built social relationship network based on project cooperation data, addressing the issues of inaccurate entity identification and the inconvenience of data updates. In addition, an academic social relationship network was built by Tang et al. [16] . The above studies were based on structured data; however, the rapid growth of unstructured data in recent years has brought new challenges to the construction of relationship networks.
B. SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK OF ROLES EXTRACTION FROM TEXT DATA
The extraction of entity relationship is a critical area in the field of text analysis. Peng et al. [7] proposed a treebased method for the extraction of role relationship. Their method can handle numerous roles in a relational corpus. Warren et al. [12] presented the Six Degrees of Francis Bacon project and described the natural language processing tools and statistical graph learning techniques used to extract names and infer relationships from the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Srivastava et al. [13] proposed a general model that combines evidence from linguistic and semantic features of a text as well as features based on the structure of the social community in the text. Despite the above efforts, there remain major challenges in the disambiguation of names of persons in text-based relationship extraction [17] , resulting in omissions and phenomena arising from mistakes during network construction.
C. SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK OF ROLES EXTRACTED FROM VIDEO DATA
With the advent of video data, some researchers have extracted social relationship between people based on video and image content. Scholars have analyzed the contents of pictures and short videos to determine friendly, hostile, paternal, and other kinds of relations among roles according to gender, age, posture, and facial expression [4] , [18] . Ramanathan et al. [19] analyzed the features of social roles in video events and proposed a weakly supervised social role recognition method. Nan et al. [20] adopted deep VOLUME 6, 2018 concept hierarchies and used a convolutional-recursive neural network to establish the social network between characters in a video.
In some studies, social relationship networks were constructed based on video content, and the relationships between roles were then analyzed from a social relationship network perspective. Ding and Yilmaz [21] utilized video and audio features to construct a network of individuals based on video scenes. Tran and Jung [1] considered a relationship network as a weighted graph wherein the weights of the relationships between two roles were determined based on their co-occurrence time: the longer the co-occurrence time of the two roles, the greater the weights of their relationships. Weng et al. [3] noted that there exist relationships between roles that appear in the same scene. Accordingly, they constructed a weight matrix based on the number of same-scene co-occurrences. Yuan et al. [9] considered that the weights of the relationships between roles aligns with a weighted Gaussian distribution. Thus, they calculated, layer by layer, the weight between roles in accordance with the shots and scenes in which the characters appear.
The above methods quantify the weights of human relationships according to co-occurrence times or the frequency of same-scene co-occurrences while ignoring the interaction of the roles in adjacent scenes. Yuan et al. [9] believe that closer frames in a shot indicate closer relationships between the characters appearing in them. However, there are cases in which roles are present in adjacent video frames who have no relationship between them. This is because these particular adjacent frames are ahead of and behind a story segmentation point, respectively. The roles in the two stories are not related to each other or have not yet established a relationship because they are in different relational communities. Therefore, to construct an accurate social relationship network, accurate quantification of the weights of relationships between roles is needed because it determines whether there exists a connected edge between them.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION A. RELATED DEFINITIONS
To construct the network of social relationship of roles in a video, that is, to extract the roles as a set of network nodes, the interactions of the roles in the video are analyzed to determine whether there exist edges between the corresponding nodes. Definition 1. Set C of role nodes. Roles are the nodes in the relationship network. They are identified and marked in a video through face detection and recognition algorithms to form the set of role nodes C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n }.
Definition 2. Matrix W of relationship weights. Matrix W is an n × n matrix [w ij ] n×n , where element w ij is the weight of the edge between nodes i and j, i ∈ C, j ∈ C. A weight is determined by analyzing the interactions of the corresponding roles appearing in the video. It is a measure of the relative strength of the relationships between roles. Definition 3. Initialization relationship network G . Network G is defined as a weighted network and denoted as G = C, E, W , where C is the set of role nodes, E is the set of edges that connect two roles, and W is the weight matrix.
Definition 4. Social relationship network of roles. The social relationship network of the roles is denoted as G = C, E , where C is the set of role nodes and E is the set of edges connecting the roles. As two roles in the video may interact multiple times in different scenes and stories, noise and redundancy may be introduced in the quantization process. We employ a threshold to filter out noise from the relationships.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The StoryRoleNet model first divides video V into a collection of story units V = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m }. Then the relationship weights can be statistically obtained in each story unit by employing a weighted-Gaussian-based method. Thus, we gain the initial social networks G V and G T based on the video and subtitle contents, respectively. The final relationship network G = G V ∪ G T is generated using weight thresholds. Specifically, the problem is defined as follows:
where E V and E T denote the edges of G V and G T , and W V and W T denote the weights of edges in G V and G T , respectively.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
To solve the above problems, we propose a construction method for social relationship of roles in videos. As shown in Fig. 1 , the architecture for the framework consists of three parts: video preprocessing, StoryRoleNet model including story segmentation and social network construction, and social network analysis. The video preprocessing is used to identify the roles in the video in the first place. Then, the StoryRoleNet model includes the methods of story segmentation and construction of social network. Finally, the social network analysis further investigates communities and mines the constructed network for important roles.
A. VIDEO PREPROCESSING
The main task of the video preprocessing is to extract and identify the set of role nodes C from the video. Role recognition is the foundation of the role relationship analysis, as shown in Fig. 1 . Set C is obtained using the following steps. First, using the methods of Douse et al. [22] and Ngo et al. [23] , we extract the middle frame from each shot to serve as the keyframe for that shot. Consequently, each scene can be represented as a sequence of keyframes. Second, the method of Sun et al. [24] is employed to detect and recognize the face images in the keyframes. Because a human face occupies only a small part of an image containing it, the detected face image is first cropped to increase the scale of the face. Third, the deep feature representation is extracted using the DeepID algorithm [25] . Last, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is used to label the detected faces.
B. STORYROLENET MODEL: THE METHOD OF VIDEO STORY SEGMENTATION
The appearance and interrelationship of roles convey the stories in a movie or television series. The development of a storyline often reflects the interactions among the roles. Most existing story segmentation methods have been designed for news videos [26] , [27] , whose video and audio content differ substantially from clip to clip. However, for entertainment and social videos, story segmentation points are not as clear. Therefore, a story segmentation method is herein proposed that is based on the multi-level features of the video. The method extracts the video content hierarchically and segments the story by using a watershed algorithm. A video's content can be described using a five-level hierarchy [28] , as shown in Fig. 2 . A keyframe is a frame that highlights the content of a shot; a shot is a sequence of frames that are continuously obtained by the camera; and a scene is a collection of semantically related shots that represent a meaningful story unit. In addition, a story is a video sequence composed of consecutive scenes, and a series of stories constitutes a long video.
We proposes a video story segmentation method utilizing the multi-level features of the video content [29] . The main steps are as follows: 1) Detect the shots (the bottom layer of video features) and extract the middle frame of each shot as the keyframe [30] for that shot. We extract the local and global visual features of each keyframe image and merge them to generate a visual-feature vector [31] . 2) Apply the method in [32] to detect the scene segmentation points, utilizing timebased features of the scene to detect major changes in the content. 2) Calculate the difference in the visual features between adjacent scenes, and use the watershed algorithm to segment the video into stories [3] .
1) EXTRACTION OF KEYFRAME FEATURES
The visual features of the keyframes are represented by the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and global color name (CN). These are combined using the bag-of-visualwords (BoVW) method to generate a visual-feature dictionary for obtaining the feature vector representation of the video keyframes. The SIFT local feature descriptor includes a local feature point detector using the difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) and Hessian-affine detection methods. Each feature point is mapped to a 128-dimensional feature vector. The SIFT feature vector, denoted by BoF SIFT , is obtained using K-VOLUME 6, 2018 means clustering and soft-weighting. The CN global feature descriptor is used to extract the global color feature. The keyframe image is first normalized. Then, the CN feature is extracted by dense sampling over an 8 × 8 pixel block and using a sampling step eight pixels to keep the samples from overlapping. Finally, an average feature is calculated for each sample block. Similarly, the CN feature vector, denoted by BoF CN , is obtained using the K-means clustering method combined with BoVW. The captured visual features FS are obtained by combining BoF SIFT and BoF CN feature vectors. The pseudo-code of the keyframe segmentation visualfeature-extraction algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Generations of
) for each f ∈ (f SIFT , f CN ) do for all (t, f ) do bof ← 0 for all p ∈ P do U ← f (U , p, k) for i = 1 to k do bof i = bof i + 1 2 i−1 sim(p, U i ) end
2) SCENE SEGMENTATION
A scene consists of multiple consecutive shots that are related in time. Multiple sets of shots in the same scene have similar visual features, and those from different scenes have different features. Therefore, we segment scenes based on the degree of coherence among video frames.
The similarity SS ij of adjacent shots i and j is computed by cosine similarity as
where w k denotes the feature value of the k-th dimension and m denotes the feature dimensionality. A scene consists of a series of consecutive shots. We use BSS i to denote the degree of continuity between shot i and the previous shot. Its value is determined by the maximum similarity of the pairs of shots within a window of length N . We compute BSS i as
Fig . 3 shows the computation of shot coherence. If the similarity between shots in the same scene is relatively high, the BSS value of the shots is correspondingly high because of the better continuity. When a new scene begins with a major difference in the visual content between the initial shot and the shot from the previous scene, the value of BSS decreases in accordance with the discontinuities between shots. We designate these shots as the scene segmentation points.
3) STORY SEGMENTATION
A story segmentation point is also a scene segmentation point. The feature of a scene is represented by the average of the features of all its keyframes. Therefore, the feature of the kth scene, FC k , can be denoted as
where FS s denotes the keyframe's frame feature of the s-th shot, and r denotes the number of shots in the k-th scene.
Assume there are n scenes in the video. The set of scenes boundaries is denoted by B = b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n−1 , where b i denotes the boundary between the i-th and the i+1-th scenes, and B denotes the set of potential story segmentation points. The scene distance for boundary b i is measured by the similarity of the content of the scenes on each side. A higher similarity of scenes results in a smaller distance. The feature distance between scenes is obtained by calculating the reciprocal of Equation (1) where α1 = min{j|j ∈ {k|
and 2 <= i <= n − 2. Furthermore, V denotes the set of minimum scene boundary points, P is the set of maximum scene boundary points, and OT is the set of other scene boundary points. Clearly,
Considering the global features of all scenes in the video, a global threshold GT is assigned as the average of the differences in the content of the peak points. We use SB to denote the set of story segmentation points, SB = P ∪ HF, where P denotes the maximum point and HF denotes the set of scene boundary points that are greater than the threshold value GT . The watershed concept is analogous to fill a valley with water until the height of the water just floods the closest maximum point or the global threshold. The points midway between the horizon and the maximum points are the story segmentation points. Fig. 4 shows an example of the story segmentation algorithm. The fifth episode of the television drama Empresses in the Palace is used as an example. There are 24 scenes in this video clip. The dotted line in the figure is the global threshold, and the gray part shows the value required for reaching the top of the ''valley''. The downward arrows in the figure represent the story segmentation points obtained by the story segmentation algorithm. Here, the video clip will be divided into 11 segments.
C. STORYROLENET MODEL: CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK
To build an accurate network representing the social relationship network of roles, a method should explicitly represent the interactions between roles in the video. In any video, there may be complex relationship between multiple roles. In addition, the relationships between roles constantly change as the story develops. Correctly quantifying the weights of the relationships between roles is the key to constructing a network representing the roles' social relationships. The StoryRoleNet model calculates the weights of the relationships between roles and constructs the social relationship network using specified weight threshold.
1) EXTRACTION OF ROLE RELATIONSHIP FROM VIDEO
In the method presented in this paper, the weights of relationships between roles are calculated by considering each story as a unit and the keyframe of each shot as the basis, as shown in Fig. 5 . The weighted-Gaussian method is applied to determine the weights of the relationships between roles in each story unit. Then, relational weight matrix W is generated to construct the social relationship network.
First, we analyze the weights of relationships between roles in each story unit. The closer the content of the shots, the higher the probability that a relationship exists between roles that appear in them. Therefore, the weight SW ik of the relationship between role i and other roles in the k-th shot are measured by Gaussian distribution N (k, σ ) as follows:
where σ denotes the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, that is, how the weight of the relationship between role i in shot k and role j within the shots varies over (k −σ, k +σ ). Here, P k i and P n j denote whether roles i and j are shown, respectively, in shots k and n. If they are shown, P k i = 1 and P n j = 1; otherwise, P k i = 0 and P n j = 0. Therefore, the relationship matrix for roles in the story unit is represented as
where s denotes the number of shots included in the story unit. Then, according to the weights for the role pairs in the story unit, a relational weight matrix from the video is generated as VOLUME 6, 2018 follows:
where m denotes the number of story segments in the video, and SW k (i, j) represents the weight of the relationship between roles i and j in the k-th story segment. Therefore, we can obtain the final relationship network extracted from the video, which is denoted as G V = C, E V , W V . Finally, the set of relationship between roles is determined according to the threshold as
where c i c j = 1 represents the existence of a connected edge between roles i and j in the unweighted network G, C denotes the set of all roles (the set of nodes of the relationship network); and T v denotes the threshold for the relationship weights.
2) CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK FROM SUBTITLE TEXT
Owing to variations in the face detection and recognition algorithm, the relationship identified between roles may be incomplete if only analyzing the visual content of the video. The roles in a video often describe other people or the events related to them. Hence, valuable information about the relationships among roles may be contained in the subtitle text. In addition to extracting social relationship information of roles from the video content, the StoryRoleNet model extracts social relationship network from the subtitle text.
The subtitle text is first segmented according to the output from the story segmentation algorithm given in Section IV. The subtitle text is accordingly divided into multiple sets. Second, we extract the entities of each role's name using the HanLp 1 or the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER) [33] tool. In this way, a dictionary of roles to be analyzed is obtained.
The relationships between roles are extracted by determining whether their names appear in the same story unit. If the names of two roles appear together in a story segment, a relationship between them is established. The number of co-occurrences defines the relational weight as follows: (9) where s k c i c j = 1 indicates that the names of roles i and j appear together in story segment s k . Consequently, the initialization network is generated and is denoted as G T = C, E T , W T . The final relationship network for the subtitle text is determined according to the threshold as follows:
The final social relationship network is the union of the social relationship network extracted from the video content 1 http://hanlp.linrunsoft.com/ and that extracted from the subtitle text. It is represented as follows:
D. ANALYSIS USING THE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK
The discovery of important roles in the video and the detection of communities are important aspects of data mining using massive quantities video data and social networks [34] .
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also provide processes to perform community analysis and to identify important roles. When viewers watch a video, they tend to focus their attention on the relationships between the protagonists and the villains, the intimacy between different roles, and similar story elements. The roles in the video often form small communities or small gangs. As the story develops, the relationships between roles change, and the communities evolve. In this method, an analysis for discovering communities of roles can be deployed on the constructed social relationship network. The Lovain method for community discovery [35] is applied to discover the relational communities of roles in the constructed relationship network. Modularity, which reflects the closeness of relationship between roles, is an efficient means of measuring the strength of a community structure. Modularity is defined as
where w ij represents the weight of the edge between i and j, k i = j w ij is the sum of the weights of the edges attached to node i and c i is the community to which node i is assigned. (13) where in is the sum of the weights of the links inside C, tot is the sum of the weights of the links that are incident to nodes in C and k i,in is the sum of the weights of the links from i to nodes in C.
The algorithm is divided into two phases. In the first phase, each of the role nodes is independent of one class. The algorithm strives to add traversed node i to the community to which a neighboring node belongs and that will result in the largest modularity increment Q. This process is repeated until the communities of all nodes no longer change, which indicates that the roles have a closer relationship with the communities they have joined. Therefore, the modularity of the overall social relationship network division may have increased making community discovery more stable.
In the second phase, the communities obtained from the first phase are treated as a node, and the first phase is repeated.
The importance of a node in a social relationship network can be measured by its degree in the network. The greater its degree, the more important the node. In this method, we calculate the degree of each node in the network to discover the important people in the social relationship network. In an undirected network G, the degree of a node is the number of nodes that are directly connected to it. The degree of node i is denoted as
where a i,j denotes whether there exists a connected edge between nodes i and j and N denotes the number of role nodes in the social relationship network.
E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we discuss the time complexity of the core algorithms of the StoryRoleNet model. In the story segment part, the upper bound of time complexity is O(k * n 2 ), where n and k are the number of keyframes and the length of visual words, respectively. In which, the time complexity values of scene and story segmentation are both O(n 2 ). Especially, the most time-consuming stage is the extraction of keyframe features, which is O(k * n 2 ). In the network construction part, the worst-case time complexity is O((s 1 +s 2 +. . .+s m ) * C n 2 ), where s m represents the s-th story unit, and C n is the number of roles appearing the n-th keyframe which value usually is 1, 2, or 3. Our method can support the analysis of massive video, more importantly, the model can be parallel implemented based on the cloud computing platform, such as Hadoop and Spark [30] .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents the experimental setup, which including the dataset description, parameter selection, methods compared, and evaluation metrics. It additionally includes analysis of the experimental results, specifically an evaluation of the work from a network construction perspective and a relationship-network-analysis perspective. Our experiment environment was comprised of a CPU of 32 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v4 processors running at 2.10GHz and the system was Ubuntu 16.04.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASETS
The experiment datasets are list in Table 1 . They include a television drama and three movies. There are many roles with complex relationships in the television series and movies. New roles and new relationship emerge as the story plots develop. Moreover, existing roles disappear and existing relationships are destroyed. The experiment analyzed the relationships among the total of 149 main roles. 
2) PARAMETER SELECTION
The parameters for the network construction are the following: (i) σ , the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution; (ii) T v , the weight threshold for the relationship matrix extracted from the video content; and (iii) T t , the weight threshold for the relationship matrix extracted from the subtitle text. To determine the values of the threshold parameters, 75% of the dataset for each episode was selected and analyzed. In the result, the highest F 1 value (described below) was obtained when the parameters were set to σ = 4, T v = 0.7, and T t = 0.4. Therefore, we used these values in the following experiment.
3) COMPARISON METHODS
In our experiment, we compare seven methods that construct social relationship networks of roles in a video:
• PlotNet: This method, which is our baseline method, extracts the relationship network from the plot summary text and connect roles with a relational edge when they appear together in the same sentence.
• RoleNet [3] : This method utilizes the relationships between roles and shots to generate the role relational weights and thus builds a social relationship network.
• CoCharNet [1]: Tran et al. contend that roles that appear simultaneously have a closer relationship, and thus a higher relational weight and build a network based on that premise.
• ICASSP10 [9] : Yuan et al. hierarchically analyze the relationships between roles using a weighted Gaussian method.
• StoryRoleNet(+SS [27] ) : We employ a story segmentation method developed for news videos and then construct a relationship network using our StroyRoleNet model.
• StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours): This is our proposed method, excluding the use of subtitle information. By including this method in the comparison, we can better evaluate the influence of the story segmentation algorithm and the integration of subtitle text analysis on the network construction.
• StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours+Subtitle): This is the complete version of our proposed method.
4) EVALUATION INDICATORS
A standard relationship network G * for each dataset was manually generated. For each video, we tasked three persons VOLUME 6, 2018 with labeling the relationships between roles. Then, the video annotations for each dataset were summarized to obtain the final G * . We use the F 1 value to measure the similarity of the constructed relationship network G to the standard relationship network G * . The F 1 value reflects the accuracy of the constructed network. F 1 is calculated as follows:
where P (precision) and R (recall) are defined as
The community discovery method is evaluated using the NMI, which are between 0 and 1. The higher the value is, the more effectively divided the communities are. We denote the set of real communities as T * and the set of communities divided according to the relationship network division algorithm as T . Additionally, r and k denote the number of communities in T * and T , respectively. N is a mixed matrix, rows representing the real communities and the columns representing the found communities. N ij denotes the numbers of nodes both in real community i and found community j. N i· and N ·j is the sum of the i row and j column in N , respectively. NMI is calculated as follows:
where H (T * ) and H (T ) are
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS in the Palace dataset, a total of 76 episodes, reached 0.7678, which is higher than those of the other methods. Its performance in terms of recall is lower than that of the ICASSP10 method by 0.0057; its precision, however, is increased by 0.1409. Its F 1 value is 0.5512 higher than that of RoleNet and 0.6660 higher than that of the PlotNet model. On the other three datasets, the F 1 value of the proposed method is higher than that of the best performing among the other methods by 0.1276, 0.2878 and 0.1947, respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing the story segmentation, we compare the results of network construction with and without it. As shown by the results in Table 2 , the StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours) model obtains an average increase of about 4.4% over the ICASSP10 method on all datasets in terms of F 1 when story segmentation is used. This is because the participation of two roles in the same story unit indicate a closer social relationship between them. More importantly, the result of StoryRoleNet (+SS [27] ) compared with StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours) shows that the story segmentation method used in new videos cannot effectively process long movies. We also evaluated the performance of combining the results with the social network extracted from the subtitle text. The F 1 value of the StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours+Subtitle) method increased by average 2.8% on all datasets over the StoryRoleNet(+SS_Ours) method. This is because the relationships from the subtitle text are further complement the relationship network. However, the average F 1 value increased by 4.0% on the Empresses in the Palace dataset, which is greater than that for the other datasets. This result indicates that there is more language-based communication between two roles in television dramas than in movies, therefore more detailed relationship can be mined. Fig. 6 compares the F 1 values of the different models constructed for each episode in a collection of 16 representative episodes of Empresses in the Palace. The results show that the F 1 value of the StoryRoleNet model is higher than those of other methods. However, the F 1 values of our proposed model for different episodes vary. For example, the F 1 value for episode 15 is relatively low, whereas the F 1 value for episode 55 is relatively high. The probable cause is that episode 15 conveys the story of the fake pregnancy of a noble lady, Hui. The emperor, many royal consorts, and doctors are involved in each story segment. Hence, the story segmentation becomes indistinct, with complex relationships between multiple roles. In contrast, the story of episode 55 is clearly segmented, and the relationships between roles are relatively independent in each story segment.
1) ANALYSIS OF THE NETWORK CONSTRUCTION RESULTS
In summary, the experimental results show that the StoryRoleNet model outperformed the existing models. The model analyzed the relationships between roles on the basis of story units to eliminate redundant calculations of the relational weights between roles, thereby achieved higher accuracy. In addition, subtitle text was combined to supplement the incomplete analysis and to address errors in the video-based detection of roles, improving the recall rate. Thus, a more accurate social relationship network was obtained, and a higher F 1 value was achieved.
2) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP NETWORK ANALYSIS
The classic community discovery algorithm, the Louvain method, was used to determine the communities within the social relationship network of roles obtained by our proposed StoryRoleNet model and by the comparison methods. The results are shown in Fig. 7 , where it can be seen that the NMI of our proposed model is higher than those of the other methods, indicating that it better characterizes the relationships between roles in the video. However, the results vary across the different datasets. On the Book of love dataset, for example, the NMI value is 18.9% higher than that produced by the other methods, an improvement greater than that found with the other datasets. This is because there is a major difference between roles in different story units in this dataset and therefore the plot can be explicitly segmented. For the Forrest Gump dataset, by contrast, the NMI value is similar to those for the other methods because the main roles in this movie appear together in most of the storylines. The NMI values for the Sissi are lower than for the other datasets because interactions occur among a majority of the roles in the movie, which causes community clustering to perform poorly.
Figs. 8 and 9 visualize the weighted networks constructed and the results of community and important role discoveries, respectively. In Fig. 8 , the dots represent roles, and the connected edges represent the social relationship between the roles. Thicker edges indicate a higher number of interactions. In Fig. 9 , the dashed lines encircle the communities of roles. In this experiment, by analyzing the degree of the network, we searched for nodes having the highest degree to determine the important roles in the given episode; the red boxes denote the two most important roles in the network.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the StoryRoleNet model was proposed as a method to construct the social relationship network of roles in a video. First, to obtain accurate weights for the relationships, we analyze the video content hierarchically and apply the watershed algorithm concept to segment the story units. Second, we calculate the weight matrix for each story unit, thereby determining a weight threshold for generating the relationship network. More importantly, the model extracts the network of roles not only from the video, but also from the subtitle text. Finally, a classic community discovery algorithm is used to divide the network into communities. In the experiments, the relationships among 149 main roles in four video datasets were analyzed. The results show that the StoryRoleNet model constructed a more accurate relationship network than similar existing methods in terms of F 1 and NMI values.
To build on the research reported in this paper, future work may involve extending the method with respect to the following perspectives. First, high-level features of video, text, audio, and other multi-source heterogeneous data can be integrated to further improve the accuracy of the relationship network construction. Second, we can analyze and mine the implicit information and knowledge in the relationship network using deep learning. Third, a parallel algorithm can be implemented to improve the speed of analyzing massive quantities of video data. LILI ZHOU received the B.S. degree in computer science and technology from the Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Beijing, China, in 2016, where she is currently pursuing the master's degree. Her research interests include computer vision and machine learning with a focus on relation extraction from multimedia.
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